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Would having an AUSTRALIAN CARD issued to all citizens be a breach of our
privacy? I say NO, and outline the need for such an identification card.
The card would be like any financial debit/credit with embedded personal
information but would include a photograph of the cardholder.
Why does Australia need this?
Well to start issuing such a card to citizens only with only the citizenry
population of about twenty million is fiscally advantageous that start on
twenty years from now with maybe thirty million.
Here is a list to why we need an Australian Citizen Identity Card and its uses.
1. Personal ID information embedded in a chip that is similar to
debit/credit cards and your state driver’s licence. Included in the chip
would be, your eye-iris image, your DNA, your blood group and other
medical information needed by medical practitioners, and maybe your
criminal record if deemed required.
2. Why would such a card be? Well, besides required for daily ID, it is
needed for electronic voting that is coming. Then there is the possible
one might be done in, and your skeleton remains twenty or thirty years
later, as your DNA is recorded within the card chip and on a data bank of
citizens family and authorities will know who you are.
3. Such a card has been talked about in governments’ and known by many
citizens since the nineteen-eighties, yet, there is opposition only from
the left socialists, and one can wonder why the debate opposing such a
card. Governments and their agencies know all the need to know of each
of us for a myriad of reasons.
4. Those that rail against such an ID card may claim it would cost too much.
Yes, if each card costs two dollars ($2) to per citizen, then the total
would be forty million ($40M) in total and if the issuing program is over
five or ten years the cost will quickly be absorbed in the budget.
5. Comments to strait8@bigpond.com

